Complete mouse egg activation in the absence of sperm by stimulation of an exogenous G protein-coupled receptor.
Sperm-induced egg activation has several features in common with signal transduction pathways mediated by ligand-receptor-effector systems. G proteins are postulated to act as signal transducers regulating the plethora of cellular responses constituting egg activation that occur in response to sperm. We report that acetylcholine treatment of mouse eggs expressing the human m1 muscarinic receptor, a G protein-coupled receptor, results in the full complement of events of egg activation, including ZP2 to ZP2f conversion, recruitment of maternal mRNAs, pronuclear formation with subsequent DNA synthesis, cleavage to the two-cell stage, and activation of the embryonic genome. The induction of a full complement of sperm-induced egg activation events by ACh in the absence of sperm strongly suggests that sperm-induced egg activation is mediated by egg G proteins.